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**Abstract**
Competing claims to rural landscapes broaden definitions of nature and resource in the context of Michigan’s Copper Country. In the Upper Peninsula’s new copper sulfide mining region, various actor groups stake claims on the same physical spaces. Different landscape objects (copper composites, aquifers, mineral lodes) are ascribed importance by these groups based on unique valuation regimes (i.e. hydrological, cultural, historical, or economic). These competing claims are further problematized by complex ownership structures where surface and mineral rights are owned and operated by different stakeholders, and where biological and hydrological systems operate irrelevant of property boundaries. Thus, territorial claims manifest themselves across permeable horizontal and vertical spatial layers.

**Introduction: Conflict in the Copper Country**

In 2002, transnational mining company Kennecott Minerals discovered a rich body of copper sulfide ore below the forests of Marquette County near the shores of Lake Superior. Although copper mining was historically the primary industry in the Western Upper Peninsula, new and proposed mines near Marquette harvest toxic copper sulfide instead of the native (pure) copper of the Keweenaw range. While native copper requires minimal processing, copper sulfide mining produces toxic sulfuric acid when it comes into contact with air and water. Water is introduced both through rainwater or leaks in the mine shaft, and through refining, where water is introduced to crushed rock to produce slurry. The area in
which Eagle Mine and the nearby processing plant Humboldt Mill were proposed and eventually built spans territories and objects of interest to a diverse array groups leading to resounding opposition to the project.

The copper mining industry largely left Michigan’s Upper Peninsula in the mid-twentieth century, when a combination of economics, labor supply, and extraction methods made copper mining much cheaper elsewhere in the world, particularly Chile’s Atacama region. In spite of the fact that the Keweenaw Peninsula has the world’s largest deposit of native copper, deep fissures and incredibly large veins make its extraction a laborious process. However, the discovery of an accessible copper sulfide lode in Marquette county in 2002, combined with rising copper prices, has led to a return of copper mining interests to the region. When Kenneecott Minerals company requested to lease mineral rights for the construction of Eagle Mine from Michigan’s Department of Natural Resources in 2007, a number of groups stepped forward to contest this landscape claim. One of the strongest voices opposing the mine has been the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community (KBIC), who claim Eagle Rock (located on top of the sulfide lode) as a sacred site. In 2008 the KBIC launched three state and local cases against Kenneecott questioning the legality of their mining permits alongside the National Wildlife Federation, Yellow Dog Watershed Preserve (a local conservancy organization), and Huron Mountain Club (a nearby private hunting and fishing club). These strange bedfellows brought the case all the way to a federal appeals court before ultimately failing to stop the construction of the mine. Eagle Mine began production in September 2014, and in the same month Lundin Mining (who took over Eagle Mine in 2013) made a Mineral Lease Request to the DNR for another proposed mine in Marquette County.

Each group involved in promoting or opposing Eagle Mine makes an argument relative to their own particular narratives of nature or natural resources. For mining interests (Kenneecott/Rio Tinto/Lundin) the narrative is clearly an economic one, where copper sulfide in the ground is potential capital to be harvested. For the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community, the narrative is one of heritage, where cultural values are closely tied to the elements of earth, water, plants, and animals. While their interests span landscape preservation across the Lake Superior watershed, their interest is heightened by the mines adjacency to Eagle Rock, and the lack of access to this site instigated by the mine. Eagle Mine lies at the perimeter of the Yellow Dog Watershed, and the Yellow Dog Watershed Preserve (YDWP) claims landscape value through narratives of biodiversity, hydrology, and ecology, particularly in relationship to rare Jack Pine habitats and the endangered Kirtland Warbler. For the exclusive members of the Huron Mountain Club, their high-end rural retreats in 20 square miles of perimeter patrolled land share watersheds, air, and fish and game stocks with the Eagle Mine just 3 miles from their boundary. For these elite, ownership of “untouched wilderness” serves as an exclusive mark of status and as a luxury commodity.

The introduction of copper sulfide mining in Marquette County has brought contestation over rights to the landscape by these diverse groups, each claiming different values of landscape or nature relating to overlapping surface and subsurface materials. While anti-mining groups may operationalize, value, or narrate different aspects of the landscape in different ways, opposition to the Eagle Mine aligns groups who otherwise make contentious landscape claims. However, an explication of their diverse claims effectively “re-politicizes” nature in the context of the copper country by broadening the way it is conceptualized (02).

Erik Swyngedouw argues that in the era of the Anthropocene, Nature has become depoliticized, “outside the field of public dispute, contestation, and disagreement,” and he calls instead for a re-politicization of nature that allows for complex and contested conversations surrounding contemporary indeterminate ecological threats. In the case of Eagle Mine, nature isn’t fetishized into a single-dimensional

object for consumption or preservation, but instead through this diverse collection of voices becomes a richly conceived “object of concern” [03].

**Research Methods: Copper As A Matter Of Concern**

As a method of analysis, the contesting landscape claims around Eagle Mine and the surrounding copper sulfide district in Marquette County are visualized in order to explicate the claims brought to the table by each party. This graphic and textual ‘forensic’ analysis spatializes the argument over mining rights by tracing areas of interest of each group in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. In order to do so, we must take to hand the “murky evidence” [04] brought to the table by each group: blog posts, water samples, newspaper articles, protest songs, or aerial photographs. The arguments produced by these biased and indeterminate objects of evidence are not taken as “matters of fact” (Latour), but rather the collection of claims are used to illustrate a broader spatial discourse.

As in Eyal Weizman’s practice of “Forensic Architecture” the explication of these claims in drawing and space are intended to survey landscape beyond the singular conception to larger analytical frames and forces as a “multilayered political practice” [05]. As such, this exploratory analysis can be not only critical, but also operative, demonstrating overlaps in spatial claims which correspond to areas of contestation. The examination of these claims in three dimensions reveals that landscape claims are not only layered, but are interconnected with fluid systems that are not bound by property perimeters. As the following explication of this case will demonstrate, this calls for new and revised methods of ownership and regulation as we examine claims to earth, air, water, and biology surrounding the Eagle Mine case.

**Historical Context: Early Landscape Modifications**

The communities of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan were founded on economies of resource extraction. From the pure copper lode running along the spine of the Keweenaw Peninsula to the Menominee and Gogebic iron ranges as well as smaller deposits of gold and silver, the region has been actively mined since before European explorers arrived in the late 18th century [06]. Thus, despite it’s appearance of untouched wilderness, the lush landscape of the Upper Peninsula has been modified for centuries through mining processes.

Before the arrival of European settlers, Native Americans in the Keweenaw region practiced surface mining of copper, alongside logging and hunting in order to curate the landscape according to their needs. The Keweenaw copper lode was mined as early as 3,000 BC, and was found across the continent as a trade good in the form of jewelry, tools, and decorative objects [7,8]. While the Ojibwa (also called Chippewa or Anishinaabeg) who inhabited the Keweenaw when explorers arrived were not miners, it was through Native American legends that word of Michigan copper reached the first explorers and missionaries to the region. The sites of broad and shallow Native American pit mines later became the first successful mines by entrepreneurial settlers [9].

These early settlers saw the landscape as one to be tamed and consumed. Henry Schoolcraft, who saw the Upper Peninsula as the “ends of the earth” was in 1921 the first to recommend large-scale exploration of copper deposits [10], leading to the division of the land by the US government into 9 square mile (eventually 1 square mile) parcel units for mining activities. The land was ceded in 1842 to the United States as part of the Treat of La Pointe with the Ojibwe Native American tribe, as part of a land deal including much of Northern Wisconsin and the Western Upper Peninsula. Now bound and divided, early miners began clearing forests and blasting surface deposits, leading in 1844 to the Copper Boom, first US mining boom. Early manipulations of the landscape in the name of mining included the dredging of Portage Canal, laying of railroad and highways, logging for building and fuel, company built
housing and schools, and the construction of mines and smelters [11]. While the Keweenaw copper lode is native copper, requiring minimal processing relative to composites such as copper sulfide, it still must be separated from attached hard or molten rock, producing stamp sands and slag. Stamp sands remain highly visible in the landscape of the Keweenaw today as large gravel sandbars dumped into lakes and canals. Stamp sands resist vegetation [12] and may also contain heavy metals dangerous to human and animal health. The built relics of the mining boom, which lasted until the mid-twentieth century, also define the region’s landscape [13], their status as cultural landmarks or dangerous ruins has also come into contestation in recent years [14].

While the copper mining industry large left upper Michigan until recently, the Upper Peninsula, while 80% forested, remains a curated landscape. Logging remains a major industry in the region and outdoor sports major recreational activities and tourist attractions. Everything from forest composition to deer populations are regulated by economics and policy.

In light of these changing methods of landscape manipulation, what we refer to as ‘nature’ in the Upper Peninsula has not been a single universal concept but rather a construct used differently by different groups over time. It is not simply “Pure Michigan” [15] or “5-Star Wilderness” as the state’s tourism board casts, but rather a “product of civilization” [16]. These branded conceptions of an ‘uninhabited wilderness’ also required the dismissal of millenia of Native American heritage and centuries of landscape modification by European settlers and eventually Americans. These ideas demonstrate the inherent contradictions in the ideas of nature and wilderness; “our very presence in nature represents its fall.” The categorization of the U.P. as natural or wild fails to acknowledge humanity’s continuous modifications of our physical environments since the beginning of history. Through this lens, instead of viewing the Upper Peninsula as a fetishized “uninhabited wilderness,” understanding the role of the landscape as part of broader human history, culture and economics allows us to reintroduce ourselves into discourse on the landscape of the Copper Country [16].

Whose Land and Whose Copper?: Actors and Their Claims
In the case of the Eagle Mine controversy, this reconsideration of nature as a social construction allows us to demonstrate how each of diverse actors in this dispute manufacture their own narratives of nature and resource values. Each make distinct claims to overlapping layers of landscape, revealed by spatialization in plan and section in the following drawings. While their claims may be to different layers, access to one layer (i.e. copper sulfide) results in disruptions to others (i.e. forests, sacred sites, watersheds). Although dozens of nonprofits, community groups, business interests, and government organization have been involved in the opposition or approval of Eagle mine, this section focuses on five key players that each have a distinct take on the value of the Upper Peninsula landscape.

“Landscape as Commodity”
As the Eagle Mine has changed hands three times since the process began, 1 term the corporations of Kennecott, Rio Tinto, and Lundin as ‘mining interests.’ Kennecott is a subsidiary of Rio Tinto, and all three are multinational mining companies operating resource extraction sites across the globe. The current owner, Lundin Mining Corporation, is Swiss-owned and operates in Europe, Africa, South America, and with the purchase of Eagle Mine in June 2013 for $325 million, now North America as well [17]. Lundin Mining is just one branch of the Lundin Group, a $14 billion dollar conglomeration of publicly-traded oil and mineral extraction and exploration companies. The title of their 2013 operations map sums up well the company’s ethos for a “continuous worldwide quest for overlooked opportunities” [18].

Lundin’s representations of the Eagle Mine

In 2008, the Michigan Department issued Lundin’s predecessor Kennecott leases for “Metallic Mineral Mining” and “Mining Operations Surface Use” [22] for the Eagle Site, thus releasing temporal control to the mining interests of both surface facilities and subsurface materials. While the deposit section illustrates the mining interests’ primary claims within this lease of copper sulfide deposits, their control over the surface as well as the mineral demonstrates the necessity of terrestrial claims and modifications in order to access the economic value of this subterranean commodity. In addition to the construction of Eagle Mine itself and the renovation of nearby Humboldt Mill processing facilities, landscape modifications by mining interests include the fencing of leased public land and the construction of access roads, including several lobbies to the state for the construction of new roadways. As coming sections will further explore, environmental groups cite concerns of groundwater contamination as sulfuric acid or uranium is leached into waterways and out to Lake Superior. Even the sky is implicated, with the MDEQ approval of releasing unfiltered mine air into the atmosphere [23]. The valuation of the subterranean copper sulfide body as an “overlooked” economic opportunity thus implicates the surrounding terrain through excavation and processing operations.

“Landscape as Heritage”
The Keweenaw Bay Indian Community (KBIC), is based on the L’Anse Indian Reservation, the largest and oldest reservation in Michigan. While the Eagle Mine site is not on the reservation itself (the mine is 15 miles East of the reservation), the KBIC makes other claims to Eagle Mine territory. Most broadly, Eagle Mine is a small part of what used to be expansive Ojibwa Indian territory, spanning Western Upper Michigan and Northern Wisconsin. This territory was ceded, following a long series of treaties, in the Treaty of La Pointe, Oct. 4, 1842 [24]. This treaty included special access to fish and wildlife, and the KBIC tribal council remains attentive to ecological issues within the ceded territory through their Natural Resources Department. The council cites concern for ecosystem damage and toxic drainage into ground- and surface water systems. They have “identified mining as a priority concern due to its potential to significantly impact treaty rights, treaty reserved resources, area ecosystems, and the health and welfare of the community and future generations” [25]. Through the heritage of this ceded territory, the KBIC makes claims to the “natural resources” of the Upper Peninsula, specifically citing “hunting, fishing, gathering, and other usufructory rights within these ceded territories” for “subsistence, spiritual, cultural, management, and recreational purposes.” These claims ultimately led to a two contested cases and one lawsuit against to the State of Michigan opposing the Eagle Mine beginning in 2007 by the KBIC alongside other local groups with interests in the region’s landscape resources. When these cases proved unsuccessful, the KBIC in 2014 petitioned the UN for the State of Michigan’s infractions against the 1842 treaty through their approval of mining operations on traditional Ojibwa territory.

The KBIC’s landscape claims relative the Eagle Mine are further heightened, or perhaps even provided with a useful symbolic image, with the mine’s siting on and adjacent to the cultural site Migi Zii Wa Sin (Eagle Rock). Eagle Rock is a sacred site used for vision quests, fasting events, and other ceremonies. The entrance to the Eagle Mine is bored through Eagle Rock, and although the land is public, mining interests
have attempted to deny access through the terms of their Mineral Lease. This contention came to a head when tribe member Cynthia Pryor was arrested for “trespassing” while walking her dog on leased land still under contestation through the appeals case mentioned above [27]. Through the leveraging of local police (some news reports side bribes via trays of sandwiches) Pryor’s, as well as protesting campers’ claim to the land as recreational or sacred site is seemingly superseded by the mining interests’ ability to manipulate power.

“Landscape as Status”

Joining The KBIC in the 2007 filing of a contested case over the permitting of the Eagle mine was the National Wildlife Federation, The Yellow Dog Watershed Preserve (discussed in the following section) and the Huron Mountain Club (HMC) [28]. While all of these groups share concerns over pollution and degradation, the HMC is unique in being a closed, members-only organization with elite connotations.

The Huron Mountain Club is a 26,000 acre private hunting and fishing retreat founded in 1889 by wealthy residents of the Marquette area. It has about 150 members, 50 of whom own cabins on the site, although most are wealthy families who reside many hours away in Chicago or metro Detroit. High-profile members of HMC included actress Julie Harris and Henry Ford, who waited 13 years before receiving membership to the club [29]. Access to club land is restricted to members and their guests, and its perimeters are actively patrolled. The HMC and its members are cloaked in secrecy and information about its operations can be difficult to ascertain [30].

However, the HMC does allow pre-approved scientific and educational to visit their land for academic purposes. While this could be deemed as demonstrating priorities of education and ecological health, it is also true that a healthy ecosystem contributes to the status and value of the land.

The priority of preserving shared watersheds and ecosystems which pass through HMC land came to a head with the Eagle Mine case. The boundaries of the HMC are only 3 miles from the Eagle Mine site, and share the watershed of the Salmon Trout River. While in their contested case against Kennecott/Rio Tinto the HMC cites the ecological damage to the rare brook trout spawning habitats in this river, they also cite “irreparable damage to the value of club lands” [31]. For the HMC, landscape value is inherently bound to wealth and status concerns [32].

“Landscape as Ecosystem”

The Yellow Dog Watershed Preserve (YDWP) is an environmental organization and another plaintiff in the contested cases opposing the Eagle Mine. Eagle Mine is sited at the Northern Boundary of the Yellow Dog Watershed in the Yellow Dog Plains, a unique jack pine habitat home to the endangered Kirtland Warbler [33]. The Yellow Dog River “runs free and clean through wild country until it eventually reaches Lake Superior” [34]. Protection of these water supplies and habitats are key to the YDWP’s mission.

Anti-sulfide mining advocacy has arisen as one of the YDWP’s main focus areas, and besides their political action against the mines through the court cases, they also have been monitoring the river’s quality since 2010. One of their (and others) major criticisms of copper sulfide mining is the danger of leaching toxic sulfic acid and heavy metals into groundwater, thus contaminating drinking water, ecosystems, and ultimately Lake Superior (the cleanest and largest of the Great Lakes). Through their discussion of water supply, the YDPW’s ecology-centric values are clear: “The most important thing in an ecosystem is the purity of its lifeblood, the water” [34]. In their terms, the landscape is not just a resource to be protected, but a living organism to be cared for and preserved.
“Landscape as Natural Resource” or “Landscape as Mediator”

While a number of state and federal agencies (i.e. Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, the EPA, County, State, and Federal Courts), the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is particularly notable for their actual ownership of both the surface and mineral rights on the land that Kennecott/Rio Tinto/Lundin leased for the Eagle Mine. The DNR states its goals as “conservation, protection, management, use and enjoyment of the state’s natural and cultural resources” [35]. Their role in the Eagle Mine case suggests that ‘conservation,’ ‘protection’ and ‘enjoyment’ may not so easily align with ‘management’ and ‘use’ in cases where different stakeholders claim different rights to the same pieces of land.

The DNR owns 6 million acres of mineral rights, 4.5 million acres public hunting land, and 2.2 million acres of (leased) farmland [36]. As owners, they walk a difficult line between extracting profit from the land they own for the benefit of the state, and preserving it for “current and future generations.” This conflict is summed well in a 2014 letter regarding the proposal for a new mine in Yellow Dog Plains:

“You recently stated in an interview, ‘All we’re doing is saying that if there’s activity on state-owned land, we need to be paid for it. That’s what the lease does.’ You must understand, however, that this public land is more valuable because its minerals have not been leased, because natural resources on the surface are not undermined or threatened by mine activity. What value does the DNR assign to silence, to the tranquility of being in a wilderness area, to the experience of seeing wild animals and sleeping to the sound of wolves howling at night?” [37]

For many opponents to the Eagle Mine, the DNR’s approval of the Kennecott Mineral Lease makes them implicit in crimes against the Upper Michigan landscape. However, their role in the management of natural resources, both above ground (flora, fauna, recreation space, timber, waterways) and below (ore deposits, subsurface water, soils) but them in a unique position negotiating between different valuations of nature or landscape. The DNR must mediate between values of the Upper Peninsula landscape as tradeable resource commodity, ecosystem health, and public realm.

“Landscape as ________”

Nearly all of these groups make claims to landscape as not only horizontal, but also vertical territory—be it mineral mining/mineral operations, groundwater/surface water, or mineral rights/surface rights. As suggested by Bruce Braun in his discussion of geologic exploration of Canada [38], territory becomes vertical when we begin to value not only the ownership of the surface, but the capital (or other) potential of the geological strata which underlies it. Of course, when this geological strata harbors rich deposits with potential capital gains, as in the case of the Eagle Mine, there is an impetus for verticalizing territory.

This above/below dichotomy is especially interesting in relationship to the DNR’s surface/mineral ownership structure. How can one own what’s below without owning what’s above, or vice versa? Furthermore, what does ownership of specific boundaries mean when fluid systems pass through and beyond them without limitation?

Conclusion: Re-territorializing landscape

The contested claims to the landscape surrounding Eagle Mine in Marquette County will continue to be tested if the prediction of the Upper Peninsula’s second Copper Boom are correct. How can this landscape be re-territorialized in light of the competing value systems and valued objects in the landscape explored here?

Veronica Davidov’s essay on the changing natural resource identities in the Intago region of Ecuador provides a productive analog. In the Intago, over time, different ‘natural resources’ have gained primacy through ‘metonymic materiality,’ where a single resource lens become the dominant symbolic identity and
decision-making guide for a region. In Intago, a history of ‘colono’ farming gave way to an identity as a potential copper mining resource after a World Bank geologic mapping process in 1990. Conflicts between transnational mining companies and local farmers led to the re-branding of the area as biodiverse and categorization of conservation land, establishing the first “ecological county” in South America. Farmers re-aligned agricultural interests with this biodiversity identity by converting to sustainable farming practices. Now the region faces new contestation as state-owned mining companies seek to re-open exploration sites introduced by the transnational companies [39].

Davidov’s piece serves as a comparative case for the Upper Peninsula, where resource identities have both transformed over time and compete in present-day. Similarly, land-based ecologies and activities compete with the potential capital resource below grade (copper), and local and international groups are at odds. However, the issue is further complicated in the U.P where mining has a long history and new mines have recently opened, and a more diverse set of stakeholders are embedded in the conflict—each with varying (and often competing) landscape claims. However, in line with the re-branding of the Intago as an ‘ecological country,’ this comparison begs whether a third metonymic materiality for the Upper Peninsula, beyond ‘copper’ and ‘wilderness,’ could be productive in reframing the battles surrounding new and proposed mines.

This exploration of landscape claims in the Upper Peninsula attempts to reveal how different value structures relative to the landscape and it’s resources are the source of contestation. These claims reveal the values embedded in the natural landscape by each group. As James Proctor discusses, the two (or more) sides of a contested natural resource case each correspond to different ethics of right and wrong. He argues that environmentalists need to recognize the inherent value judgements in their claims for preservation of inherent (and sometimes instrumental) good, as opposed to the instrumental productivity of capital-producing activity (such as logging or mining). While compromise or mediation between these interests seems unlikely, introducing values into the conversation on environmental issues opens up the conversation to recognize implicit ethics of different stances [40]. I suggest that these values also need to be tied to discussions of power dynamics and scales of influence, be they local or transnational. As the following drawings demonstrate, while all of these groups struggle for claims to the same landscape, the leverage behind them is very different.

By acknowledging the ethics by which they operate, the different groups in the Eagle Mine case can align their scientific claims (water quality, emissions rates, resource quantities) with their political actions (anti-mining advocacy, air quality regulations, mining operations). As Latour suggests in Politics of Nature [41], letting go of “nature” as a single, fetishized construct allows us to view objects (in horizontal and vertical territories) and their connection to values and politics as part of a more complex collective. Thus, what each of these groups view as “nature” or “natural resources” become part of a larger conversation about values and priorities through the lens of interconnected systems. This new understanding suggests for revised methods of ownership and regulation that take into account fluid and value-laden landscape claims.

---


Native Copper vs. Copper Sulfide Mining  
While the extraction and refining of both native copper and copper sulfide ores produce waste, copper sulfide creates sulfuric acid when exposed to air and water. Since water is used in the floatation process and rainwater can easily enter mine shafts, this poses risks for groundwater and waterways.
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showing some of the key objects of value in the sectional landscape: groundwater, wildlife, copper lodes, forest, sacred sites, and recreation spaces.
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Actor-Network: The five key actors explored form complex relationships with landscape objects, economies, and mining sites.

The first half of the Eagle Mine saga moved relatively slowly following the discovery of the Eagle Mine lode. However, action and counter-action exploded when the DNR approved the Mineral Lease for the mine.

2002: Discovery Hole drilled at Eagle

2004: Michigan passes Nonferrous Mining Law to regulate copper sulfide mining

2006: DNR receives permit apps from Kenecott for Eagle Mine

2006: Michigan Board Meeting (discusses permits for Eagle Mine)

2007: State receives permit apps from Kenecott for Eagle Mine
Landscape Claims Each actor makes distinct claims to the landscape relative to their particular values in both horizontal and vertical territories. All five are tied together at the site of the Eagle mine, forming the impetus for contestation.
Scales of Influence  
While the landscapes of Marquette county these groups make claims to is the same, the scales of power behind them is far from equal. These visualizations of monetary control and spatial breadth—while not the only metrics for power—demonstrate some of the potential leverage behind the groups studied. Lundin Mining operates on a separate order of magnitude of money and space altogether, relative to local and regional organizations.
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